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Abstract 

As the constraint of the Wireless transmission frequency band resources due to the complexity of the 

3G mobile communications environment, reconstructed Speech (voice) signal quality, intelligibility 

at the receiver side is found stiffened, barely audible, slim. In contrast, Today's terminals, 

infrastructure, operate at wider bandwidths for which speech (voice) quality, intelligibility are greatly 

improved. Normally, the total move from narrowband (300-3.4KHz) to wideband (0.05-7kHz) and 

wideband (0.05-7kHz) to super-wideband (0.05-14kHz) communications will require impressive 

time. Significant improvements in the quality of speech coders have been achieved by widening the 

coded frequency range from narrowband to wideband. The same concept can be applied for attaining 

super wideband from the wideband signal. 

Within the proposed strategy based on the source-filter demonstrate, deep-seated thought adopted for 

the bandwidth extensions are the separate extensions of the spectral envelope and residual signal. 

Each part is processed independently through different speech (voice) enrichment procedure to get 

the high band component. It is then added to the re-sampled and delayed version of the signal to 

acquire the final extended output. Obtained output is compared through intelligibility (subjective), 

quality perspective (objective) and results for both the analysis are compared with baseline algorithm, 

next-generation super wideband coder algorithms to prove that obtained results are comparable with 

both algorithms. Algebraic evaluation to get  missing high band components from the original 

Narrowband/Wideband signal is not needed as in this approaches, the Wideband/Super wideband 

signal achieved by Bandwidth extension from N.B./W.B. signal itself. 
 

The research work in this thesis may help to shed light on the proposed S.F.M. based algorithm 

which can be an alternative for the next generation super wideband E.V.S. coder employed for 

speech quality, intelligibility improvement. S.W.B. to F.B. speech quality is also the next targeted 

area of work for researchers found interest in the area of speech coding and processing.  
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